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SIC USA and Kehua Tech Partner to Bring Kehua String Inverter to
North American Market
SIC USA to be the official distributor for Kehua Tech’s solar inverter and systems.

Figure 1: Kehua Tech’s SPI-BHV Series String Inverter

Xiamen, China and San Jose, CA -- SIC USA and Kehua Tech announce today a partnership
that will bring Kehua Tech’s solar inverters and systems to the North American market. SIC will
sell Kehua Tech’s SPI-BHV Series String Inverters, and will be able to provide technical support
for their products. SIC USA currently is the distributor and service provider of the SATCON line
of PV inverters in North America. Kehua Tech started its business with an Uninterruptible

Power Supply (UPS) product, they have expanded to data centers, and also recently entered
into renewable energy. The SPI-BHV String Inverter is equipped with standard RS485
communication port and optional WIFI module, with menu interfaces for Chinese and English.
Kehua has an app to monitor the inverters which can be found on their website. SIC USA will
be able to provide technical support on Kehua Tech products in North American, and Kehua
Tech has a dedicated 24/7 support team in China.
About SIC USA
SIC USA is the supplier of Satcon solar inverters in North and Central America, as well as parts
and service. The company has the expertise and knowledge to help with the most complex solar
projects. SIC USA has assembled an elite team of PV professionals ready to serve. From phone
support and diagnostic services to on-site service and priority parts replacement, SIC USA has
a flexible suite of support services specifically designed to keep Satcon inverters operating at
maximum performance. SIC USA, which was founded in 2013 is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Skwentex International Corporation (SIC) in Taiwan. SIC USA aims to provide the highest level
of service and value to its customers to ensure that their investments continue to perform at the
highest levels through their entire lifespan.

About Kehua Tech
KEHUA Group, as the leading power solution provider in mainland China, was founded in 1988.
On January 13th, 2010 Kehua officially went public and was listed on Shenzhen Stock
Exchange. Till now Kehua owns 40 subsidiaries, 5 production bases, 3 R&D centers, 1 EMC
test center and a UL witness Test Data Program. With more than 50 offices in domestic market
and totally over 4000 employees, Kehua has a R&D team composed of over 600 engineers and
3 national experts in power industry, engaged in more than 60 national and industrial standards
establishment, and also has been authorized more than 400 national patents and software

copyrights and other intellectual property rights. 30 years specializing in power market, Kehua's
products have been installed in 104 countries and regions, products could match the certificates
of CE, SAA, TUV and others for different markets’ request.

Renewable Energy:
Kehua Tech provides reliable new energy systems including: Hundreds MW On-grid System
Solution, Off-grid Solution, Hybrid System, Energy Storage System, String Inverter from 1.5KW
to 60KW, Central Inverter up to 1.26MW and the EV Charger System. In 2016 Kehua Tech was
awarded as Global Top 500 Company in Renewable Energy Industry and its solar system
application recently achieved over 10GW globally. In addition, Kehua Tech ranked as a Top 5
global energy storage manufacturers in 2017 by IHS report.
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